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Abstract
In virtually every heterogeneous society, religious difference serves as a source of potential conflict. Because
individuals are often ignorant of other faiths, there is some potential tension but it Kdoes not necessarily mean
conflict will result. Religion is not necessarily conflictual but, as with ethnicity or race, religion serves, as a way to
distinguish one's self and one's group from the other. Often, the group with less power, be it political or economic,
is more aware of the tension than the privileged. When the privileged group is a minority, however, such as the
Jews historically were in much of Europe, they are often well aware of the latent conflict. There are steps that can
be taken at this stage to head off conflict. Interfaith dialogue, discussed further below, can increase understanding.
Intermediaries may help facilitate this, hence we designed a special place for this issue, plus in this essay we aim to
ponder this conflict in religious point of view with working with BIM.

Keywords: Religion and conflict; Latent conflict; Integrity of the
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Introduction
From the very beginning of human civilization, it has been a moot
question for human beings that what is the purpose of life? It means
that what humans are living for, in essence, what human beings ought
to have either for their lives or in their lives? Humans have been striving
to get these answers, furthermore, not only have an array of prophets
come to answer those questions but also they wanted to represent
lifestyle in the form of religion [1,2].
In general, religion, creed and cult are perception of the world and
compilation of beliefs which are striving to find answers of cardinal
questions such as in what way things, creatures were created and
geniuses and demise of everything and the way of life [3]. Religions are
transcendence., to put it simply, several parts of them are independence
of mind and based on infatuation and belief [4,5].
“Everything is in our religion is also in another religions, nothing
in our religion differs the ones in others” this quotation implies that
all religions possess uniform concern and their dissents are in details
[6]. According to ponder rigorously creeds, whether Unitarianism
or triune or others, we came to this conclusion that all have had the
akin root, due to the fact that all humans have been seeking to worship
omnipotent gods, inasmuch as, they have not found themselves integral
that led them to live without God or gods, this is human intrinsic to
searching for gods to praise [7].

obscurely pretended that they are from God on the earth and God sent
them to lead people. There are always groups of people who protested
against them, Renaissance revolution in Europe is the very epitome
of it. After Renaissance we can see that Christianity wore off among
people and new philosophy appeared and changed the lifestyle. After
Renaissance, the mind outweighed another unimportant things [10].
European countries were obsessed about conquering earthly sky which
caused to make religion myth and humanity were appointed in house
space, during this era of time countries in Asia, Africa and America
were resource of European obsessions and West did everything to
obtain these resources, hence, considerable religions were created in
that era [11].
However, Islam had been emerged a millennium prior to
Renaissance, It was exposed to ravages of conspiracy owing to good in
geographical zone and the outcome was new cults and religions. In that
era, Islam was in dormant after Crusade, therefore, nothing remained
from era of glory and effulgence except several monuments [12].
By dismissing religion and developing drastically in industrial field
and the power which West Gained, they influenced exceedingly to
developing countries in Asia, Africa and South America. Nowadays, we
are beholding that some religions affect negligibly on their cohorts lives.
For instance, Christianity has limited to Vatican and does not have
profound impact on Christian lives. Judaism community is also aloof
and summarize in synagogue, and the only community of them which
confined to political elite survived they named themselves Zionist, they
yearn to gain more power in the world and something non-religion.
Advent of new cults in Islam which most of them deny others, overall,
we can witness the battle between faiths in Islam and this occurs due

Religions have always influenced people and groups in throughout
history. All cults specified their boundaries and goals at the very
beginning of advert, although, passing the time, the mentors have had
dilemmas and it has caused to establish another cults and religions from
that entity religion [8]. In addition, there have always been some persons
who manipulated the people with the power of religion, inasmuch as,
religion has deep impression on people’s heart, pursuant to inspection
throughout history, we realized that they intended to abuse this power
in order to reach their ominous objectives, qua no religions survived
from these intrigues [9].
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Nonetheless, religions have predisposed authorities to manipulate
people, it is observed several times that missioners unintentionally or
intentionally have digressed from the religious principles and they have
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to having eager to derive power and abuse religion as well as having
dogmatic belief [13].

will less observe savage behavior of some ossified dogmatic people who
pretend having religion [17].

Rationalism (regards reason as the chief source and test of
knowledge) and Omanism (radicalizing of human status) are
Renaissance’s legacy. Current Radicalized humans more or less have
critical situation of faith. Nothing is more dangerous than having
merely superficial scientific view to humans and nature, this vision can
eradicate human connection with religious roots [14].

May all problems and spirituality will be resolved with construction
this place and demonstrating essence and substance each religions
which indicate that all religions worship one thing and they all assert
one entity [18].

In recent decades, religion in some societies has been totally
ignored and individualism has been pervaded and religion’s been
limited into people’s mind. Regarding the point that overwhelming
majority of people are living reliant upon their own believes and they
basically define their objectives based on these believes, thus societies
are formed with such these people. In addition, based on sociology
stand point, individual and society have strong bond and interaction
[15]. Therefore, we can call individual’s issue society’s issues and vice
versa. Hence, surely actions and lives for individual can influence on
another in society and we cannot neglect this fact.

After much deliberation, we designed the construction with Revit
software which is really and truly one of the best software in architecture
field, in other words, Revit is a design and documentation platform
that supports the design, drawings, and schedules required for building
information modeling (BIM). BIM delivers information about project
design, scope and quantities. In the Revit model, every drawing sheet, 2D
and view, and schedule is a presentation of information from the same
virtual building model. As you work on the building model, Revit collects
information about the building project and coordinates this information
across all other representations of the project. The Revit parametric
change engine automatically coordinates changes made anywhere-in
model views, drawing sheets, schedules, sections, and plans.

We are living in the era of communication so that books presses, internet,
radio, television and satellite have facilitated communication which enable
people to be in contact easily. One of the perk of the era of communication
is to impart believes with others comfortably. In contemporary century,
all barriers has been annihilated, inasmuch as, religious leaders are able to
interact with each other more than ever and they are struggling to have
decent relation. This manner shall impress followers in order to have better
relation with anther religious followers [16].
There are always conflict among diverse religions owing to divergent
in believes so that this little problem can compound the problem and
in all of a sudden, war will break out between them. Thus, construction
and establishment of place where the leaders of religions and cults will
have the opportunities to debate on believes can settle this dispute,
moreover, they will protect their religions against distortion; diverse and
different believes can be settled with discussion. Furthermore, when the
genuine believes of religion appear, these are likely to be distorted less
and on this occasion, all extremists are going to be vanished, and we

Designing

Concepts
Herby, I would like to commence with introducing the concept of
level one which implies site plan. Starting point is right in the west part
of this blueprint where people can enter into, these many roads indicate
diverse paths in our lives, and the big route which is drawn from west to
east is the main path which direct us to the genuine religion. In addition,
the lines which are drawn from north to south depict all barrier in our
way which we ought to overcome them. Moreover, the big circle represent
nihil in the bottommost part and God in the topmost part of it. The other
circles are a venue where people can sit and have discussion or taking rest,
however these are not in the purview of religion (Figure 1).
Regarding level 0, we appointed 4 rooms for 4 distinctive religions
Islam, Hindu, Christianity and Judaism in order to carry out their
ritual or praying and the back of these rooms, we set book depository,
lavatory and library for each religions. Moreover, there are two voids

Figure 1: Schematic view of level one.

Figure 1: Schematic view of level one.
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between rooms which are designed for letting beam of light come
through Figure 2.
Considering the entrance, we set two aquarium in sides which
represent the whole part of this place is starting with passing from water
so as to purge yourself and heart from all darkness, afterward, they should
traverse into the place and orbit around one special tree to reach the main
building which the tree is cedar. The cedar tree has been revered for its
spiritual significance for thousands of years. Its wood was used for the doors
of sacred temples and burned in cleansing ceremonies for purification.
The tree was thought to house important gods and to be an entrance to
higher realms. Furthermore, the history behind this tree in Christianity
is Ancient Samaria revered the cedar over 7,000 years ago, calling it the
World Tree, the abode of Ea, their chief god. The Bible has numerous
references to the cedar, including its use in the Ark of the Covenant.
Regarding its benefits, the cedar has been used for healing, purification

and for spiritual protection. Its spiritual properties are supposed to
promote peaceful thoughts and help interpret messages from the inner
self. According to Islamic point of view, Sidrat al-Muntaha, the tree that
marks the end of the seventh heaven, the boundary where no creation can
pass, and beyond which is the Throne of Allah [19] according to Islamic
beliefs. Abu Hurayrah said: "The Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings
of Allah be upon him) said: ‘The example of the believer is like that of a
plant which is continually bent over by the wind; the believer is continually
beset with afflictions. The example of a hypocrite is like that of the cedar
tree, which does not yield until it is uprooted in one go." (Muslim, 5024)
The scholars of Arabic language said: the cedar (al-arz) is a tree similar
to the stone pine tree, which grows in Syria and Armenia. According to
another report, the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him)
said: "The example of the kefir is that of the firmly-rooted cedar which does
not yield to anything until it is uprooted in one go" (Figure 3).

Room Legend
Books
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Islam
Jewish
Iibrary

Figure 2: Schematicview
view of level
0.
Figure 2: Schematic
of level
0.

Figure 3: Schematic view of entrance and cedar tree.

Figure 3: Schematic view of entrance and cedar tree.
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Figure 4: Schematic view of inside the main building.

Figure 4: Schematic view of inside the main building.

Considering the big main building, we designed the area which
leaders can have discussion on their religion and we assigned place for
followers that they can sit inside and observe where discussion goes on,
the primary reason for designing building is this place which they can
give and take the idea from another religions, finally, they will reach to
the point that one part should back off. Furthermore, occasionally it is
necessary to dispute certain doctrines that are taught within the religious
community. Some feel that this is wrong. Therefore, in this area we placed
a circular desk where 4 leader can sit and debate (Figure 4) [20].

Conclusion
Overall, to put it into a nutshell, in the eyes of many, religion is
inherently conflictual, but this is not necessarily so. Therefore, in part,
the solution is to promote a heightened awareness of the positive peace
building and reconciliatory role religion has played in many conflict
situations [21]. More generally, fighting ignorance can go a long
way. Interfaith dialogue would be beneficial at all levels of religious
hierarchies and across all segments of religious communities. Where
silence and misunderstanding are all too common, learning about other
religions would be a powerful step forward. Being educated about other
religions does not mean conversion but may facilitate understanding
and respect for other faiths. Communicating in a spirit of humility and
engaging in self-criticism would also be helpful [22].
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